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CARE & MAINTENANCE

PROTECTIVE PADS

Always ensure that there are protective pads under all furniture, especially
tables and chair legs. Replace the pads as they become dirty or worn. For
very heavy furniture, use wide, non-staining rubber cups. This will protect the
timber floor from being scratched and also reduce the noise.

MOVING FURNITURE

Extreme care should be taken when moving and placing furniture. Furniture
should be lifted and placed not dragged or pushed.

SPILLS

Wipe up spills immediately.
It is important to wipe up spills immediately on coated flooring even if the
spill is water. The longer the spill is left the more aggressive the cleaner needs
to be, and this may affect the longevity of the floors appearance.
Take extra care in areas around sinks, dishwashers, stove tops and dining
rooms, or anywhere there is a chance of harmful spills.

HIGH HEELED SHOES

Damaged or worn high-heeled shoes may have exposed metal tips, which
will cause damage to both the floor and the surface finish. If these are to be
worn, always ensure they are kept in good condition.

TOUCH UP OF MINOR SCRATCHES
Dirt or grit particles may leave white scratches on surface of the floor boards,
LOBADUR® is recommended to be applied for fixing these scratch marks.
After a basic cleaning, minor white scratches can be made less obvious by
rubbing in some LOBADUR® ProColor (colour depends on the wood
species) with a cloth, or timber touch up pens. ProColor has to be wiped
off the surface so it will remain only in the scratch. After a drytime of
approximately 2 hours LOBA® ParkettCare can be applied on the whole
floor.
APPLICATION OF POLISH
It is recommended to refresh your timber floor after certain time of wear and
tear on the coating from daily traffic.
Loba ParkettCare is a tough, durable and mark resistant finish that is a great
“freshen up” or protective layer, ideally suited to application on top of sealed
timber floors. This non-toxic water based polish aids in protecting sealed
surfaces and enhances their appearance especially in heavily used areas. A
ParkettCare rejuvenation will extend the life of sealed timber flooring by
creating a sacrificial wear layer where regular recoating is not possible.
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